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ANALYSISOF BENCHMARKCRITICALEXPERIMENTS
WITH ENDF/B-VIDATA SETS*

J. Hardy, Jr. and A. C. Kahler
WestinghouseElectricCorporation
Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

Several clean criticalexperimentswere analyzedwith ENDF/B-VIdata to assess
the adequacy of the data for U2_s, U238 _nd oxygen. These experimentswere 1)
a set of homogeneousU23S-H20 assemblies spanninga wide range of hydrogen/
uranium ratio, and 2) TRX-1, a simple,H20-moderatedBettis latticeof
slightly-enricheduraniummetal rods. The analysesused the Monte Carlo pro-
gram RCP01, with explicitthree-dimensionalgeometry and detailedrepresenta-
tion of cross sections.For the homogeneouscriticals,calculatedk values
for large, thermalassembliesshow good agreementwith experiment._t s sup-
ports the evaluatedthermal criticalityparametersfor U2_S. However_ for
assemblies with smallerH/U ratios, kcrit values increasesignificantlywith
increasing leakageand flux-spectrumBardness. These trends suggest that
leakage is underpredictedand that the resonanceeta of the ENDF/B-VIUZ3S is
too large. For TRX-1, reasonablygood agreementis found with measured
lattice parameters (reaction-rateratios).Of primary interest is rho28, the
ratio of above-thermalto thermal U_38 capture. Calculatedrho2B is 2.3
(± 1.7) % above measurement,suggestingthat U238 resonancecapture remains
slightly overpredictedwith ENDF/B-VI.However,agreement is better than
observed with earlier versions of ENDF/B.

INTRODUCTION

To upgrade cross sectiondata, two types of benchmarkcritical experiments
have been analyzedwith cross sections from VersionVI of the Evaluated
Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B-VI):1) a set of homogeneousU23s-H20 assemblies,
and 2) TRX-I, an H20-moderatedBettis latticeof aluminum-clad,slightly-
enriched uranium rods. in the analyses,which employed the RCP01 Monte Carlo
program_, the assemblieswere modeled explicitlyin three-dimensions,and
cross sectionswere represented in fine detail. The purpose of this work was
to assess the adequacyof the ENDF/B-VIdata evaluationsfor U23S (including
the fission spectrum),U238, and oxygen.
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CROSS SECTIONPROCESSING

Detailed elastic scattering,capture and (when appropriate)fissioncross
section profiles were constructedfrom 0.0005 eV to 21.17 MeV using a Bettis
processing programwhich contains elementsof the NjOY2 and RCPL13 computer
codes. For each nuclide, energy mesh generation (and subsequentthinning)
followed the default guidelinesfor the NJOY program and resulted in a
variable energy mesh with cross sectionsthat were (generally)linearly
interpolableto an accuracywithin I%. Subsequently,the profilesfor all
nuclides in the cross section librarywere interpolatedonto a common energy
mesh, containing in excess of 40000 energy points, for use by RCP01.

Elastic scattering angulardistributionsand inelasticcross sectionswere
collapsed into a group structure. This structurecontains 28 groups from 5.5
keV to 21.17 MeV. The elastic center-of-massangular distributionswere
approximatedby a group-averagedP3 Legendreexpansion. Below 5.5 keY, elas-
tic scattering is assumed isotropic. The group-averagedinelasticcross sec-
tions and group-to-grouptransferprobabilitieswere calculatedfrom the
appropriate cross-sectionand secondary-energy-distributiondata in the ENDF/B
file.

ANALYSIS OF HOMOGENEOUSU23s-H20 ASSEMBLIES

Homogeneous critical assemblieshave been used extensivelyin the past to test
cross section data for U23S and H20. The followingexperimentswere chosen
for the present study:

I) Four Gwin-Magnusonassemblies- relativelydilute aqueoussolutionsof
uranyl nitrate in large sphericaland cylindricalaluminumcontainers,
unreflected_.

2) Six small Oak Ridge assembliess,6with lower H/U ratios (designatedL5 -
LIO) - uranyl fluoride solutions in cylindrical and sphericalaluminum
containers,mostly unreflected(but some reflectedwith H20).

3) Seven Rocky Flats experiments - uranyl nitrate solutionsin cylindrical
aluminum containers,unreflected. These supplement the small ORNL assem-
blies. They appear to have been run with painstakingattentionto detail,
and are thoroughly documented_.

In the Monte Carlo analyses,the assemblieswere describedexplicitlyin three
dimensions, in most cases includingthe vessel. However, some assembliesare
specified without the container and have correspondinglysmall experimentally-

determined kcrit corrections. The models for the Rocky Flats assemblies
included the containerand a portion of the filling pipe.

The Monte Carlo analyseswere run on the Bettis Cray YMP computerand were
highly converged. There were usually at least four independentcalculations
of one million historieseach Final k_rit uncertaintieswere typicallyaround
0.1% or less (95% confidenceinterval



Most of these calculationswere done with preliminaryENDF/B-VIdata sets,
as indicatedin Table I. Subsequently,the U23S evaluation(MAT 9228) was
modified,and a new oxygen evaluation (MAT 825) was adoptedfor the final
ENDF/B-VI. In addition,the U23s fission spectrumwas a Bettis evaluation
that is very close to ENDF/B-VI. In all cases, however,comparisonswere
subsequentlymade with final ENDF/B-VIdata to evaluatethe differences.

At the large-H/Ulimit (highlythermalized,low-leakageassemblies),calcu-
lated k._,, valuesare primarilysensitiveto the thermalcriticalityparame-
ters ofUO_s. Inclusionof assemblieswith lowerH/U introducessensitivity
to above-thermalleakageand above-thermalU_3S fissionrate (flux spectrum
hardness).

CalculatedK __, resultsare shown in Table 2 alongwith values of fast leak-Cr
age and above-_ermal U23S fission rate.

The resultsof a least-squares(LS) fit in terms of these variablesare shown
in Figures I and 2. These figures display separatelythe leakage and flux-
spectrum-hardnesscomponentsof the observedkrri_trend, as determined in the
least-squaresfit. Specifically,the kcrit foP-tBeith assembly can be
written:

ki = A + BxL + CxF2s + dki

where L = fast leakage
F2s = above-thermalfission

ki = calculatedk_rit for assemblyi
dki differenceof ki from the LS-fitprediction

and A, B and C are parametersdetermined in the LS fit.

" " isThe projectedkcrit

projki = ki - CxF2s (vs fast leakage)

= ki - BxL (vs above thermalfission)

in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. (The number besidea plotted point identi-
fies the particularassembly,for example, Gwin-Magnusonassembly ORNLIO).

The ENDF/B-Vldata, primarilythe thermal criticalityparameters of U23S

(preliminaryMat 9228),give a good k_rit value at the dilute highly-thermal
limit (0.9993for ORNLIO). A modifi_u versionof Mat 9228, having a drooping

eta below 0.0253 eV, also was found to give a good kcrit (0.9982 for ORNLIO).
The modified versionwas adopted for ENDF/B-VI.

The effect of using the ENDF/B-Vl fission spectrumFor U23S appears to be
small. For assemblyL7, which has the most leakage,use of the ENDF/B-VI

spectrum increasedkcrit by 0.0012 ± 0.0013.



The kcrl values in Figure 1 show a systematic increasewith above-thermal
leakage_t Part of this trend (perhaps0.003 at the high leakageend) is due to
the multigroup elasticscatteringangular representationin RCP01,which can
be improved with new coding. In addition,there are two major data sensitivi-
ties: the U23S fissionspectrum (mean energy and shape), and the oxygen high
energy scattering cross sectionsand angular distributions. The oxygen data
set for these calculationsis ENDF/B-V,Mat 1276. Subsequently,ksrlt"results
were obtained with Mat 825, the oxygen evaluation adoptedfor ENDFJBZVI.
These yielded a net decreaseof 0.0030 ± 0.0014 ak for L7 comparedto ORNLIO,
indicating that deficienciesin the Mat 1276 oxygen evaluationare a signifi-
cant contributor to this trend.

The k values in Figure 2a show a systematic increasewith above-thermal
U23s _ion rate (fluxspectrum hardness). The major data sensitivityhere
is the resonance alpha (capture/fissionratio) of U23S, which is 0.477 for Mat
9228. As an illustrationof this sensitivity,an alternatedata set with U23s
resonance alpha of 0.512 exhibits negligible slope versus above-thermalfis-
sion rate. These resultsare displayedin Figure 2b.

Before attempting to draw some conclusionsfrom Figures 1 and 2, it is neces-
kc t stemmingfrom

sary to try to form some idea of the uncertaintiesof ofr_he criticalassem-uncertainties of the materialscontent and dimensions
blies. While it is difficultto reach any quantitativejudgmenton this
question, some observationsare pertinent:

- In the LS fit, the overall residualscatter of individual

kcrit values is approximately0.0025 (standarddeviation).

- The limiting kcrit at the low-leakage,soft-spectrumend
(based on the mean of all the large Gwin-Magnusonassemblies)
is thought to be well known.

- The Rocky Flats assembliesare well documented and appear to
have been run with painstakingattentionto detail.
They show good agreementwith the ORNL assemblies.

The leakage trend (Figure1), which involves the limiting kcri on one end and
all the Rocky Flats assembliesat the other, appears to be wel_ established.

The spectrum-hardnesstrend (Figure2) depends strongly on two of the small
assemblies: ORNL L5 and L6. Several sensitivitycalculationswere made for
these assemblies,with results shown in Table 4. The primary sensitivityis
to overall solution density. Although there is some question as to its preci-
sion, the specific gravityappears to be well determined6:quoted valuesare
2.013 for the H/U=27.1solution and 1.661 for the H/U=44.3 solution (used in
L5 and L6 respectively). In comparison,the precision of specificgravity
determinationsfor the Rocky Flats assemblies is 0.06% on average.

A reasonable overalluncertaintyon kcrit for individualassembliesis judged
to be .003 (standarddeviation).



ANALYSIS OF TRX-I CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

The TRX-I critical assembly was a simple H20-moderated and reflected lattice
of slightly-enriched uranium metal rods clad in aluminum. Among the experi-
ments carried out in this assembly were measurements of lattice parameters
(i.e., reaction-rate ratios) such as rho28, the ratio of above-thermal to
thermal U 238 captures. TRX-I is one of the thermal reactor benchmarks of the
Cross Section Evaluation Working Groupg. A full-core model of TRX-I was used
previously tc calculate measured lattice parameters with ENDF/B-IV data :o.
The calculation used the RCP01 Monte Carlo program, and described cross sec-
tions and the lattice geometry in explicit detail. As part of the CSEWG data
testing effort, the old ENDF/B-IV calculation has been repeated with ENDF/B-Vl
data as shown in Table 1, including MAT 9237 for U_38.

Calculated lattice parameters are summarized in Table 4. These are obtained
from reaction rates edited for the central, asymptotic portion of the lattice.
These are (with a thermal-cut energy of 0.625 eV):

Rho28 = Above-thermal U238 capture/Thermal U23B capture

Delta25 = Above-thermal U;3S fission/Thermal U:3S fission

Delta28 = U238 fission/U:HS Fission

There is generally good agreement with experiment, within the uncertainties,

although calculated rho28 is slightly high and kcrit low.

In a second RCP01 calculation, the ENDF/B-VI U _3B was replaced with Version V
(MAT 1398) The value of rho2B changed to 1.373 + 0.006 and k .- to- crlt
0.9940 t 010008. This shows explicitly the effects of the difference in U:3B
evaluations. One of the major differences is extension of the resolved reso-
nance range up to 10 keY in Version Vl, from 4 keV in the earlier versions.

There has been a long-standing problem that ENDF/B U 238 data overpredicted

resonance capture in U:3_ and consequently produced low kcrit values and high
conversion ratios_. This is illustrated for TRX-I in Figure 3, which shows
the RCP01 results obtained with ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-VI. Also shown is a
calculation with ENDF/B-V data performed by P. F. Rose and E. Schmidt at
Brookhaven National Laboratory with the SAM-CE Monte Carlo Program:_ In
addition, the RCP01 point with Version V U238 is shown (labeled "ENDF/B-V").
Although rho28 is still slightly high and k low, Version Vl provides
improved agreement with experiment relative _i_he earlier versions.



CONCLUSIONS

In summary, these studiesof ENDF/B-Vldata sets indicatethat:

1) The U_HS thermalcriticalityparameters performwell.

2) There is a residual trend of k .- with above thermalleakage but use of
Mat 825 (ENDF/B-Vloxygen) crltin place of Mat 1276 (ENDF/B-Voxygen)
significantlyreduces this trend.

3) There is a strong trend of k it with above-thermalfissionrate. This
suggeststhat the resonanceC_p_a of ENDF/B-VIU23s (Mat9228) is too low.

4) For TRX-1, calculated lattice parameters are in reasonablygood agreement
with experiment.Of primary interest,rho28 calculatedwith ENDF/B-VlMat
237is 2.3 (+ 1.7) % above measurement. This is better agreementthan was
found with earlier versionsof ENDF/B.
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Table 1. ENDF/B Material ID's used in the
Analyses

Nuc 1 ide MAT No,

U235 Prel. 9228

U238 1398 (9237)
U234 1394

U236 1396
H 125
0 1276 (825)
Al 1313

N 1275

F 1309

Table 2. Calculated Kcrit Results for
Homogeneous Critical Assemblies

Fast Above-thermal
Assembly Kcrit Leakage Fission

Gwin-Magnuson Assemblies:

ORNL I 0.9996 =O.OOO5 0.1418 0.0084

ORNLIO 0.9993 ¢ 0.0003 o:o533 o.oo7o
ORNLI2 1.OOO9 = 0.0006 0.0958 O._76

ORNL2: O.9982_ O.OOO_ 0.O215 O.C366

Small Oak Ridge Assemblies

L5 1.O171 _ 0.0008 0.4350 O.1830
L6 I.O128_ 0.0008 O.4416 O._3OO

L7 1.OO87 _ 0.0009 0.5566 0.0673

L8 1.0074 z 0.0012 0.1957 0.0098
L9 1.OO30± 0.0008 0.1397 O.OO84

LIO I.OO22¢ O.OOll O.1956 0.0085

Rocky Flats Assemblies

RF] 1.OO63 ± 0.0009 0._391 0._33

RF4 1.OO63 z 0.0009 O.4129 O.C397

RF6 I.OO36 ¢O.OOO8 0.3339 O.C]81

RF7 1.OO88= O.OOO8 0.3424 O.O195

RF8 1.OO98 = 0.0009 O.4136 O.C411

RF9 1.OO64 _ 0.0008 O.4157 O.O_18
RFIO l.OIOO ¢ 0.0009 0.4366 O.C936

Note: Uncertainties are 95_ confidence intervals from Monte
Carlo statistics.
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Table 3. Kcrit Sensitivities for Homogeneous
Critical Assemblies

Case Calculated Kcrit

Assembly L5:
Base l.Ol71* 0.0008

Reduce all atomic number

densities by I% 1.OO78 _O.OO]_

Reduce critical height by ]% 1.O156 =O.OO14

Reduce N(U235) by I% 1.O168¢ O.OO19

Assembly L7:
Base " 1.O087 ± 0.0009
Reduce all atomic number

densities by l_ 1.O02lX O.OOl9

Table 4. Lattice Parameters in TRX-I:
ComDarison of Measurement and
ENDF/B-VI Calculations

Parameter Measurement Calculation

Rho28 ].320 _ O.O21 1.350 _ 0.008

Delta25 0.0987 _O.OOIO 0.0992 zO.OOO9

Delta28 0.0946 _O.OO41 0.O993±O.OOO5

kcrit ].OOOO zO.OO20 0.9946_O.OOO9

Note: Measured values embody corrections and uncertainties (standard devi-

ations) as evaluated by Sher (Ref. l]). Ca]culational uncertainties are

95% confidence intervals reflecting Monte Carlo statistics.
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Figure 1. Homogeneous Benchmark Values of Projected Kcrit versus
Above-Thermal Leakage
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Figure 2. Homogeneous Benchmark Values of ProJected Kcrit versus
Above-Thermal Fission Rate
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Figure 3. Homogeneous Benchmark Values of Projected Kcrit versus
Above-Thermal Fission Rate (Alternative data set with
resonance alpha = 0.512)
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Figure 4. Kcrit vs. Rho28 for TRX-1
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